
Write a suitable subordinating 
conjunction in each sentence:

a) Mr Whoops is probably the most 
accident-prone man in the world 
                        he is always having 
mishaps.

b) He always falls over his shoelaces  
                        they come undone. 

Now, write a sentence about Mr Whoops 
that contains the conjunction ‘after’.

 

Can you write a suitable prefix for 
these root words?

                regular

                correct

Can you use one of the words in a 
present perfect sentence?

Can you unscramble these four 
prepositions of time? Use the 
numbered letters to make another 
preposition word.

 
Now use the preposition you have made 
in a direct speech sentence that also 
contains an adverb.

Can you write an -ation suffix 
word to match these definitions?  

                           : facts and figures

                           : the process of 
getting ready for something

                           : having respect 
for someone

Circle the word that contains only 
consonant letters.

Can you think of another word that 
contains only consonants.

Can you think of nouns to fit in 
this table?

Now, use two of your words in one past 
progressive sentence.
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Year 3 Group Term 1 Answers 6

Write a suitable subordinating 
conjunction in each sentence: 
 
a) because/as/since

b) if/when

Accept any sentence that uses ‘after’ 
as a conjunction, e.g.  Mr Whoops 
knocked off a priceless vase after he 
tripped on a rug.

Can you write a suitable prefix for 
these root words?

irregular

in or auto correct

Can you unscramble these four 
prepositions of time? Use the 
numbered letters to make another 
preposition word.

Can you write an -ation suffix 
word to match these definitions? 
Use a dictionary if you need to. 

information facts and figures

preparation the process of getting 
ready for something

admiration having respect for someone

Circle the word that contains only 
consonant letters.

 

e.g. fly, hymn, gym

Can you think of nouns to fit in 
this table?

Accept any birds or items of clothing 
that would need the articles ‘a’ and 
‘an’ before them, e.g. a robin and a 
shoe; an ostrich and an anorak.

e.g. I was sitting on a bench at the 
park watching a robin drinking water 
from a shoe. 
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Accept ‘upon’ in 
a direct speech 
sentence, e.g. “Once 
upon a time,” the 
teacher began 
sweetly. 

Accept any present perfect sentence 
containing either ‘incorrect’ , 
‘autocorrect’, ‘irresponsible’ or 
‘irregular’, e.g. We have all written the 
incorrect answer.
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